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Individuals with dementia demonstrate presence every day, and they ask us to enter their

world; they ask us to connect with them. Through my personal journey, I have learned that true

connection is about giving our complete attention to the person sitting next to us. It's about

being present—with our spouse or partner, children, friends, coworkers and even our pets. It

takes commitment and it is hard work, but ultimately it provides life's greatest reward: a sense

of love and belonging.This book is a compilation of stories to illustrate the power of presence

when caring for individuals who have dementia, along with valuable insights and practical tips

that caregivers can immediately apply to improve the quality of life for all involved.

"In her book Being With Dementia, Miekka Zanders reminds us of the importance of being

present in the moment when providing support to a person living with dementia. To

demonstrate this, Zanders shares compelling stories that highlight the value of person-

centered dementia care. I would suggest this book as a resource for both professional care

providers and family members as they support individuals living with dementia." Lakelyn

Hogan, MA, MBA, Gerontologist and Caregiver Advocate, Home Instead Senior Care (R)"What

a wonderful and practical contribution to the literature surrounding care of the increasing

worldwide elderly population and all its related challenges. Her book is both entertaining and

instructive. Zanders has used the lost art of "storytelling" to illustrate and teach based on real

experiences. It is equally relevant for senior living facility residents, family members, physicians,

and caregivers as a roadmap to a better understanding of dementia communication. The book

is a gift to the entire population, and I look forward to it being available as a valuable resource

to making the journey and challenges of aging move to a better place." Jim Eden,

RetiredGerontologist, Developer and Operator of More than 300 Senior Care Facilities, Former

Executive Vice President of Marriott Corporation and General Manager of Marriott Senior

Living Services, Past Chairman of the Alliance for Aging Research in Washington, D.C., and

Past President of the National Association of Senior Living Industries"The stories and tips that

Miekka offers are professional and from the heart. Each story is from a personal experience. It

is practical real-life advice--a great communication tool and must read for any caregiver." Stella

Montano, Wyoming Chapter Alzheimer's Association Board Member, Retired Director of Family

Caregiver Services, Sheridan Senior Center, and Caregiver Advocate, Sheridan, Wyoming, a

Dementia-Friendly Community"This lovely and gentle book teaches professional and family

caregivers how to touch the souls of those seeking to be found in the midst of Alzheimer's

disease. An important read for those who've chosen a career of caring for others." Julie

Masters, PhD, Gerontologist"What an excellent resource for those who work or live with our

beloveds with dementia. Miekka has artfully written of her experiences with elders and

provides insight, compassion and 'teaching moments' with each story told. Beautifully tender

and deeply soulful, she enters and honors each person's experience while truly seeing through

the eyes of dementia." Carol Taylor, LCSW, Geriatric Social Worke--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorMiekka Zanders is a social worker and nursing home

administrator with a special interest in dementia care and quality of life. Over the past ten years

Miekka has worked with residents, team members and families in multiple long-term care

communities to improve understanding and communication for those with dementia. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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PreventionConclusionAcknowledgmentsAbout The AuthorIntroductionI never had any

particular interest in dementia. My pathway to healthcare, specifically long-term care, began

when an academic advisor recommended that I try a hospice class. She knew something

about me that I had not yet discovered, and I was immediately on the path of gerontological

social work.My required two-semester practicum led me to a large skilled nursing community in

Omaha, Nebraska, where I began my career. Within two short years, I was working in the

home office for the company as the Social Services and Admissions Coordinator, consulting

with thirty-one facilities in a five-state region.My goals for this new role included the provision of

resources for enhanced self-determination, advocacy, interdisciplinary support, psychosocial

wellbeing and ultimately, quality of life for those we served.That is where I met Cameo Rogers.

Cameo is a recreational therapist who was in the role of Life Enrichment Coordinator, and she

immediately became a trusted partner. I loved the way she passionately advocated for

residents to be engaged in ways that represented their interests and were based on strengths.

I also witnessed her efforts to share information about dementia with our teams. She was a

one-woman show, providing presentations and hands-on learning wherever and whenever she

could, simply because she saw the need.Dementia was one of those challenges I knew would

come up on occasion as I was consulting with our communities, but I was not prepared for the

number of calls I received from staff asking for help in handling difficult resident behavioral

expressions. Cameo and I would often get on the calls together and do our best to assist the

teams. Unfortunately, we discovered through a number of very difficult conversations that, as a

company, we did not have a common language. We did not have the same understanding of

dementia and how it affects individuals, nor how to investigate and prevent challenges,

respond to them, and most importantly, how to protect the dignity of each individual in our

care.Together, we reached out to a well-known national expert (I call her an expert, she calls

herself a “dementia communication coach”) and asked her to help us develop a comprehensive

dementia care program. Over the next two years, that became the major focus of our

work.Since that time, I have served as a nursing home administrator with a memory support

neighborhood, and am currently the Executive Director of an assisted and independent living

community.If you serve in any capacity in this field, you know and work with individuals who

have dementia. Without an understanding of dementia communication, I would be unable to

competently perform my job duties. I have known so many others with big hearts and the best

of intentions who have felt a sense of helplessness when the challenges of dementia



arise.Along the way, I have learned from colleagues, families and mostly the residents we have

lovingly worked to understand and serve. The learning continues, and as I have also pursued

my own personal growth, some thoughts have taken me on a new journey…THOUGHTS.We

all have them. Thoughts help us to function in our world, from the moment we wake up until our

head hits the pillow at night. We use them to plan our days, successfully manage the

household, finances, children, careers, friendships…the list goes on. Thoughts are vital for us

to live full and independent lives.Thoughts can also work against us.Beginning as infants and

throughout our developmental years, we receive messages from parents, siblings, friends,

teachers, neighbors and other adults who influence our lives. Those conditioned thoughts

become a story that lives in our mind—a story we tell ourselves, over and over. That story

forms our view of ourselves, others and the world. It influences our life choices, habits,

judgments, and, often, the ways that we self-soothe or cope. It becomes the voice (or voices)

we carry in our head.For many of us, quieting those voices seems next to impossible,

especially when we are also plugged into our computers and cell phones. We never give our

thinking minds a break!Those who desire a quieting of the mind look for occasional escapes

through practices like meditation. Meditation has been an interest and area of focus for me

over the past several years, although I will readily admit that I am usually terrible at it.Recently,

I was listening to a favorite spiritual thinker talk about meditation and “presence.” He said that

our pets give us a perfect example of how to be completely present. I thought that was so

interesting and began watching Allie, my darling fourteen-year old chocolate lab, more closely. I

put down my phone, mentally shelved my to-do list, and just sat with her and observed. When

we walked, I watched her work her way in and out of the weeds, sniffing everything she could

find. I watched her greet other dogs and people with full presence. I was fascinated with her

ability. And I was reminded that dog spelled backwards is G – O – D.That fascination quickly

turned to frustration. I wondered why adult humans can’t be so perfectly present. What is

wrong with us?!As I pondered this question over a number of weeks, it came to me. There are

adult humans who can be perfectly present! They exemplify presence in their everyday lives. I

have had the honor of working with many of them, and they have

dementia.DEMENTIA.Dementia is not a disease in and of itself, but rather a description of

symptoms people experience as a result of some disease process, like Alzheimer’s disease or

heart disease. Though it has many causes, individuals with dementia share certain similarities.

For instance, short-term memory is lost along the way. And, as the brain is overtaken, other

functions are also lost. A good example of this is when the frontal lobe (front upper region of

the brain) is affected. That is the region of the brain responsible for judgement and behavioral

function (commonly referred to as our “filter”), as well as executive functions like planning and

problem-solving.When an individual loses short-term memory, as well as the ability to problem-

solve and plan, then living in the moment is what remains. At the same time, other abilities also

become amplified, much like a person who loses their sight and develops a more acute sense

of hearing. Those with dementia are better at reading emotional climate, faces, and tones of

voice, as that is how they judge feelings of safety, warmth, and establish trust. Of course, there

are memories that bubble up, and if you watch you will notice that the individual with dementia

is completely present in those moments as well.
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A Caregiver's Guide, Dementia: Dementia Types, Diagnosis, Symptoms, Treatment, Causes,

Neurocognitive Disorders, Prognosis, Research, History, Myths, and More! Facts &

Information, Vascular Dementia: An Inside Perspective by Paulan Gordon, Activities to Do with

Your Parent Who Has Alzheimer's Dementia, When Waves Rise: Navigating Difficult Moments

Associated with Dementia, Caregiver Overwhelmed: How to Cope With Alzheimer's and

Dementia Without Losing Your Mind (Dementia Care Made Easier Book 1), Dementia: The

Journey Ahead: A Practical Guide for In-Home Caregivers, When Reasoning No Longer

Works: A Practical Guide for Caregivers Dealing with Dementia & Alzheimer's Care, The

Dementia Handbook: How to Provide Dementia Care at Home, The 36-Hour Day: A Family

Guide to Caring for People Who Have Alzheimer Disease and Other Dementias (A Johns

Hopkins Press Health Book), Dementia Caregiver Guide: Teepa Snow's Positive Approach to

Care techniques for caregiving, Alzheimer's, and other forms of dementia, Learning to Speak

Alzheimer's: A Groundbreaking Approach for Everyone Dealing with the Disease, The

Alzheimer's Disease Caregiver's Handbook (Color): What to Remember When They Forget,

What to do Between the Tears... A Practical Guide to Dealing with a Dementia or Alzheimer's

Diagnosis in the Family: Feel less overwhelmed and more empowered. You don't have to go

through this alone, Dementia With Grace: A New, Positive Way of Dealing with Behaviors in

People with Dementia, Second Edition, The Conscious Caregiver: A Mindful Approach to

Caring for Your Loved One Without Losing Yourself, Toolkit for Caregivers: Tips, Skills, and

Wisdom to Maximize Your Time Together, Dementia With Dignity: Living Well with Alzheimer's

or Dementia Using the DAWN Method®, It's Not That Simple: Helping Families Navigate the

Alzheimer's Journey, Loving Someone Who Has Dementia: How to Find Hope while Coping

with Stress and Grief, Sundown Dementia, Vascular Dementia and Lewy Body Dementia

Explained. Stages, symptoms, signs, prognosis, diagnosis, treatments, progression, care and

mood changes all covered.

Cindi, “A must read for caregivers. Being with Dementia: A Soulful ApproachI absolutely loved

this book and highly recommend it for anyone who is caring for or loving someone with

dementia! My Mom suffers from stroke induced dementia as a result of several strokes in 2014.

What resonated with me at such a deep level about this book is HOW Miekka encourages us

to BE with dementia ... to remain curious and to meet the person with dementia 'where they

are.' Our primary focus when confronting this disease is to find ways to connect with the

person who struggles with dementia. This is such critically important advice.I found Miekka's



approach toward dementia to be incredibly compassionate, tender, respectful,and filled with

dignity. As I finished the book I felt a sense of peace, knowing there are people like Miekka

advocating for those with dementia.Reading this book provided me with a sense of peace

because Miekka encourages US to adjust HOW WE interact with people with dementia. She

encourages US to remain curious as to WHY the person with dementia is acting the way they

are.... what might be missing that we could help to fulfill. How can we connect with them? You

see, the person with dementia doesn't have the capacity to change. It is US who have the

capacity to change. Thanks to Miekka's insight, experience, and knowledge, I now feel even

better equipped to interact with my Mom. Just this past weekend when I went to visit my Mom I

found myself thinking 'what would Miekka do? How can I stay curious? And what could be

missing that I can provide? How can I connect with her?' My Mom had a rough week for a

variety of reasons. When I arrived she was in a funk, very grumpy and frustrated. It took me a

bit, yet I finally found a way to get my Mom out of her funk. I stayed curious and I kept

reminding myself that my Mom was NOT trying to be difficult. She didn't know any other way of

being. God bless you Miekka! And may God bless ALL caregivers with a soulful approach to

dealing with those with dementia.”

SchaePeter, “Best Resource Guide for Dementia Care Support!. I am infused in the world of

dementia as a result of Alzheimer’s. I am a daughter, caregiver and manager of my mother’s

incredible care team. I was presented with Being with Dementia as a read to not be missed.

What I found inside this pint-sized, yet powerful book is at the core of being a caregiver –

always be present. Dementia requires everyone to slow down, be in the moment and to

breathe, feel and offer compassion. Author Miekka Zanders has given simple, common sense

methods of reminding us how to be present with those who have dementia. Each relatable

story is followed by a TIP, where she challenges to think through our immediate responses to

ones that allow thinking – and loving - outside the box of conventional care. My take away has

been that no matter how much you may know about dementia, there is always more to learn

and more ways to offer compassionate care. Trust me when I say that those in your life who

are afflicted with or caring for dementia will genuinely feel the effects of Miekka’s care

suggestions – in spite of the disease’s challenges. Heart-centered care and honest

compassion always shine through.”

Linda Campbell, “An insightful book. This is an interesting and insightful book about caring for

patients with dementia. It's obvious the author is a loving, caring person who helps patients live

a more dignified and happier life.”

JM, “A compassion-based dementia resource. This book is well worth reading, for anyone

interested in learning more about what dementia patients are going through, including their

loved ones and caregivers. Through a series of real-life, touching, illustrative stories, the author

writes with compassion and knowledge about how she and others have learned how best to

care for and communicate with those afflicted with dementia. These stories will stay with me

for a very long time. I am grateful for the loving insight the author shares with readers. Be

prepared to be uplifted and truly moved by the emotions these stories will elicit in you!”

kescalada, “Many helpful tips and pointers. This book is a must read for anyone in senior care

or with friends or family suffering from Dementia. As a health care professional and someone

who has been exposed to Dementia most of my life this book gave me a new understanding of

the disease process and offered many helpful tips and pointers to most successfully interact



with my residents. I am very excited to provide a copy for all of my staff members and I look

forward to seeing the impact it will have on their day to day interactions with our residents!”

Natalie Korell, “Struggling to understand? Read this book! Amazing. If you care for, live with,

love someone living with Dementia, please read this book. This book explains beautifully and

simply how to meet people where they are at, see what they are seeing, and communicate in

ways that provide a comfortable, safe, and loving environment. What are they trying to tell us?

This book gives you tips on how to investigate and discover the unmet needs they are not

communicating successfully. This book is a must-read for families, friends, and care-givers.”

E, “Soulful and Practical. If your bookshelves are bursting with books on dementia, is there

need for one more? The answer – it appears – is a resounding “Yes!” Miekka has created a

resource that is as soulful as it is practical, filled with strategies useful for professionals,

families & friends, and community caregivers. I'll be recommending this book to anyone who

hopes to truly connect with a person experiencing dementia.”

Dorraine E Clark, “Tender & True Advice.... Exactly what I needed to hear! My mom is drifting

away and I need to meet her in her present emotional moment, not her rational mind...with

compassion not frustration...THANK YOU!”

The book by Miekka Zanders has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 41 people have provided feedback.
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